
Abstract: Perceptual image hashing is a family of algorithms that generate content-based image hashes. Unlike cryptographic hashes, perceptual hashes are designed to not change much when an image undergoes minor modifications such as compression, color-correction, and brightness. Therefore, these algorithms have been found useful in detecting redundant images, perform reverse image search, and flagging/filtering inappropriate imagery by comparing image hashes with a dataset of known perceptual hashes. While these applications have been served well, there is a new threat to visual information in the form of misinformation through "adversarial" image manipulation using techniques such as object addition/removal and copy-move. While perceptual hashing algorithms can very accurately identify copies of similar images and their legitimately modified versions, their effectiveness in detecting adversarial manipulations is not studied well. Existing research and advanced image libraries propose various image hashing algorithms, and several datasets of manipulated images are available in the public domain. In this work, a review and performance analysis of several perceptual hashing algorithms against two such datasets is presented. Results show less than ideal performance in distinguishing maliciously manipulated images from legitimate ones. Based on the results, limitations of perceptual hashing algorithms are identified, and future research directions are proposed.
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